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2d art class

Unit 2: Detailing the design Let's face it forward, creating art usually doesn't come with book instructions. In fact, the exact opposite is most likely the point! As an artist, you often stay on your own creative devices, have to decide what to create and how to create it. But, if there was an instruction manual for how to be an artist or how to
create a work of art, design elements, design principles and content elements would be the main parts of the first chapter. These are the tools that each artist uses when creating a work of art. They combine all the small pieces, and create a completed pattern or painting. This is vital information you will need when you travel to become an
artist, so get out of your pad and pencil to take some notes (consider this your personal chapter as a be artist guide). What will you learn in this block? Define design elements. There are different design principles. Understand elements of content and how to use them in your own illustration. Use the artistic dictionary to correctly describe
the different elements of your artwork. Design principlesStudents studied the principles of accent, pattern, rhythm, repetition, contrast and unity in their sharpie marker designs. They used designs to cover their sketchbooks, which they do in a lesson. These were works of art that were used daily.
Joining 2D ArtStudents spent a lot of
time studying drawing techniques and creating realistic images of animals. They used value and texture to fill the space and create the illusion of depth. Drawings here were made with a combination of charcoal and graphite.
Art History History history is a big part of a student's experience in enrolling in 2D. Students have begun
learning different periods of contemporary art. Most of the study spanned 215 years. Studying periods, styles and artists, as well as some of the political, historical and contextual information surrounding various movements, they explored 17 periods of art, dating back to neoclassicalism, an art movement that began in the late 1700s.
They ended up looking at post-motelism and what the future holds for art. Movements Included: Neoclassism Romaticism Artisan Impressionism Post-Impressionism Expressionism Fauism Qubism Surrealism Regionalism Abstract Expressionism Pop Art Op Art Colorful Painting Minimalism Superrealism Postmodernism At the end of the
unit, students chose 6 movements to create a small book of accordions depicting the style of the artistic period by painting an object in this style. The students used the same object for all 6 paintings. An example of one of the books is shown here. Pop art using iPads and Sketchbook Pro APPThis was the first year for iPads and in the
lineup studying the history of art, we looked at how digital art can be used to recreate the style of pop art by artists such as Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein. The experiments were useful, as you can see in the images above. Matisse Paper CuttingDuring our Art History Unit we studied the works of several different artists. We studied
early paintings by Matisse. Later in life, he became disabled and was forced to give up painting in the traditional sense. Like the work of matisse students, they examined design elements and created a collage using the paper they drew. Every collage makes sense behind it. Students used their iPad to study people's contour lines in
different poses. They then cut the paper with scissors loosely to create their shapes. Design and symmetryStudents work with the design all semester. The class, after all, is introductory to two-dimensional design. In this section, the students examined the use of simple color harmonies alongside the principles of art. The students
discussed the mathematical principle of symmetry and how the design, repetitive around the point, develops a simple motif into a complex image. Methods of using colored pencils along with their ability to create volume and depth are evident in these beautiful kaleidoscopic images. Printmaking/LinocutStudents worked to create their own
print unit using linkocut blocks. They explored the history of printing and the concept of cutting off negative space. They created a design that was used to create their own empty greeting cards. They also delivered their own envelopes for postcards. One of the prints was matte and displayed on a storefront at school. You may have seen
them hanging in the hallway outside a multipurpose room in high school. Final Art Parody After studying art history, design elements and principles, drawing and painting, students were given two images at random. One was a photograph of an animal and one was a postcard with an artist's print. They were told to create a parody of the
painting and recreate the artist's style using the animal they had. You will see some examples of these images. What a great semester and what an amazing job these students have done. 2-D lessons that my students love! I add new projects from time to time, so bookmark Art Ed Guru, and come back. Want hundreds more? Visit HERE
Learning English: [English, Vocabulary, Illustration]For this subsection, we start with a list of either complex words for my primary school students or an idiom for my high school students. For advanced levels, we look at idioms from their cultures of origin. They then illustrate or sculpt them in an unexpected way. I use a computer lab or
allow them to use their mobile phones to look for information to use in their work. All projects projects with a sketch. I encourage all 2D work to include the background that fills the page. Note that any topic or idea can be made in different media outlets to meet your classroom needs and materials at hand for different levels. They
represent a similar lesson made between the ages of 7 and high school. Keep horsesToad StoolCarpoolEye candy keep an eye cleared Great article about composition HERE. Key content cartoons: [Vocabulary, Research, Writing, Basic Content]Students explore the calamburi and jokes about basic content classes, such as mathematics,
science, history, etc., and create a cartoon that both brings up and illustrates the concept. The artwork may be accompanied by a written explanation of the concept showing understanding. This lesson can be tied to pop art using cartoon illustrations. Impersonation: [Vocabulary, Research, Writing, Problem Solving]Artist Toby Allen has
created a series of illustrations for mental disorders that many people face. More sample HERE. It's a pattern for anxiety, but it does a lot more. This concept can be distributed to create imaginary creatures to represent emotions. This was also evident in the film Inside Out. The list can be created, cut and placed in a bucket for students to
choose from for different results. I would suggest giving students the opportunity to trade with each other, or swap them for one in a jar. Create a sketch written by a paragraph to explain the creature and the final work, which includes text and illustration in the same work. Sur &amp;amp; Realism: [History, Problem Solving]This is a fairly
common project tearing up the magazine's image section, sticking it in and having students complete the image as realistically as possible. Some full images with a surreal touch, or turn the theme into a monster. I like the side by side approach. By extracting images several times, each part can be completed in different techniques and
even different media. It's a fun way to explore basic movements in art from the Renaissance to pop art. Cutting an image like a tick-so-toe can give 9 different approaches to the same image. MORE lessons Here Animated Cell: [Technology, Photography, Cultures]Similar to the project in my photography section, students got an image of
New York City that included heaven, earth and water. They put a piece of projector plastic over it and traced the contours of the building where they wanted to place the interactive creature. They created the sketch before adding it to the plastic. The process began with a sketch, then the main circuit was traced to plastic in a permanent
marker. The staff were very friendly and helpful, they helped us with everything we needed. When the contours were completed, the plastic was flipped and painted with a more permanent marker, although acrylic paint or enamel can be used. When the final layer of white block dries, a block of white color has been added back and helps
to make brighter and more opaque. They were placed back on top of the stage and photographed with their cellphones and i-Pad.CLASSROOM VERSION class: It was a camp lesson, so time was a challenge, and we completed them in one day for a themed cartoon week. If it was a class lesson, I'd do something a little different. First, I
would like students to explore their cultural background, and print out an image on the full page that showed a place from this country or landmark. (Multicultural children can choose from many) Then they will explore mythological creatures from this culture through history, receiving multiple samples or descriptions. Their cell will include
both and be displayed with a simple paragraph about their culture and creature choices. This will add a level of personalization, which I think is necessary in classrooms. MORE lessons Here is a personalized still life: [Composition, history, writing] Still lives have been around for eons, and often feels like it. But it doesn't always have to be
a grim thing to do. Like most projects I do, students start with a little writing. For this project, students created a list of themselves; aspirations, goals, and things that, on their page, were personally important. After about 5-10 minutes, I asked them to look at their list and see if anything in particular stood out as a topic or the most important
thing, and circle it. Then they thought about the subject and wrote a symbol, an object that could represent that. For one student, the journey was the goal, so the globe seemed appropriate. Another tangible friendship was important and chose a teddy bear as a symbol. Another appreciated their annual trip to their aunt's beach house and
how the family was a key component of the trip, so they chose the sea shell. Some objects were available from my collection, other students had to bring. Together we built a still life and each shared the importance of its object. We worked in a large circle, arrange objects so that what you brought was at your point of view, as well as
nearby objects. Discussing the composition and choice of gaze, the students drew on the paper I had prepared in advance. Strips of black paper glued to a white pattern were ripped on drawing paper. I used aerosol glue, but the adhesive stick would work fine. One sheet of black paper covers two sheets of white. At first, students drew a
pencil. It shows on black. We used a permanent marker on white paper for contour, and a white colored pencil on black papers. We talked about value, and adding shades and glare, even a crossroads for those who can handle it. (It was a mixed class of summer class grade 2-8 classes) The white areas were painted realistically and the
black papers were made with metallic colored pencils that I had. Black could have been made in contrasting colors, or color scheme, but I chose metal color colors my students were looking for an excuse to use them. Sometimes using fun and new media can be a great motivator. We were all pleased with the results, and at the end
everyone knew that each object had a specific, unique and personal meaning. If I had built a still life for them, we might have had similar results, but since the element of student choice was included, it made it all much more special. MORE lessons Here Visual Language: [Illustration, world cultures, literacy, world languages] Learning a
new language is difficult, especially for visual learners. Shaolan Hsoue has developed a system called Chineasy that teaches Chinese yenavtsi based on visual mnemonics (visual memory technique). Art and illustration can be useful in learning a new language, and can be an excellent lesson in the art class. Here's a video of their first
lesson about Chineasy. Students could choose a language from a hat or one based on their own cultural background. For example, Casa means home in Spanish, but it sounds like a castle, so an image can be created, like on a card. I would suggest that students take on anywhere from one to 10 words based on your time constraints.
Images can be a complete large image or in card size. They can even be laminated to be used and built on each year. A list of the 100 best words used in English can be a good place to start. You'll find it with a simple Google search or here. So in a few years, you may be able to develop multiple learning alphabets, or students focus on
one particular language, and build decks one at a time. I also made a name for specific projects where students write their name in a different language as Chinese, but draw characters to show what they enjoy or value. Find names HERE. MORE lessons Here The message of positivity: [Illustration, Writing, Social Studies]I was
impressed by this simple cartoon lunarbaboon.com which illustrated what I call positivity. What I think we need is more in schools and maybe too broad a world. A possible lesson could explore bullying and potential solutions. Start with some reflective writing: As soon as I was bullied for ____ I felt _______ I wish more people would be
_______. After sharing, consider possible ideas for a poster, cartoon or drawing that promotes and illustrates the positive things we can do. Anti-bullying posters are everywhere, but there are fewer examples of positivity. Instead of focusing on what not to do, try illustrating how we can all be more inspiring to others. Maybe he'll catch on.
MORE lessons Chalk Drawings: [Perspective, Shadow, Tone, Literature]This work by David Zinn and can be a great inspiration to some external drawings and and from the point of view. Take a look at a few more examples of this Michigan artist's playful art HERE. One could base illustrations on sections of history, creating a path that
can be walked and a story that can be repented. It could be a classic work or poem like Yabberwoky. Finish the project by asking students to take pictures with their mobile phones if they have one. Integrating a bit of personal electronics is a great way to tap into students' photos, technology and interests. MORE Lessons Here Drawing
from Observation: [Scale, Measurement, Comparison] It's working with a trompe l'oeil unit with my art 1s (High School with mixed grade 9-12 grade, introductory course) with watercoaly pencils. They had to add 6 points to the board as their theme. One item had to be out of their wallet/backpack/pocket, the other was a crowbar with their
initials and I had boxes of items for them to rumble on so they could pick up another 4 items that they felt were saying who they were in some way symbolic. This lesson was preceded by a project focused on tone (shading) a color unit for mixing compliments and similar colors, another in texture, so it is supposed to show several skills
learned up to this point. We started by tracking the board and it's contours twice, so we knew there would be room for a board and drawing example. Students traced some subjects, others were drawn by hand depending on their level of ability. After making light contours, shades were added to make the board itself look 3D. Again,
shadows were added and the tortilla was used to even smear the shadows made by the graphite pencil. Finally, glitter and glare were added with an elastic band, or light-colored pencil, submerged in water to cut through previous layers. Upon completion, students glued their board hotly next to their drawings. MORE lessons Here Are
Christmas Monsters: Collaboration K-12:[Community Service, Color Theory, Vocabulary]After watching a video about Dave Devries, founder of The Monster Engine, I was inspired to have my high school students collaborate with lower primary students. I am related to fellow art teacher Judy Maida, who her students are making monster
drawings for Halloween. They had to be black and white drawing lines on 8 x 10 inch paper, or roughly that size for ease of delivery. Her students made their initial drawings in pencil and then traced them sharply. When I got them, I had every working photo shoot so we kept an image of what the original looked like. They were paired for
the students as a reference to take pictures with their finished work. Before working, my students completed several exercises to study the basics of the theory gradations of gradations color and color transitions. They learned how to make monoched color transitions, as well as similar and free. They experimented with shading the impact
on painted spheres and shapes. When these exercises were completed and evaluated, they were allowed to choose work with the monster pile.Organization was a problem, so each student had a folder to keep all their work in. I had a few visuals for students to see this process. After they had the image, they had to clean it up: wipe the
pencil lines, and finish any acuity the child may have remained incomplete. Sometimes it was an assumption. After that, we did not use acuity to make the original work stand out for its original lines of sharpness. Students worked right on the original, preserving photocopies as a reference point. In hindsight, it would be nice for young
children to mark on the way back their work their favorite colors and tell if they want scary or cute monster ala Monster's Inc. movies. Knowing that these would be holiday gifts, my high school students, a lot of rusher's, slowed down. I may have put on a little blame when some got lazy... I hope the kindergarten won't feel sad if its drawing
is the only one that hasn't done... or high praise about how children will undoubtedly treasure your gift. I shared stories of how I was influenced by my uncle's drawings, and wanted to be like him when I was a young child. It seemed to resonate for them and they really try their best. Only one student added some insensitive mountain,
which I later turned into a tar black pen. They were evaluated for proof of all the coloring methods I discussed with them. Their heading was a checklist; or the evidence was there or not. I wanted to see all the following: all colored, monochle transitions, similar transitions, free use of color in the shade, the use of texture, background,
smooth coloring with small pencil strokes. I think you see the results were pretty impressive. Posters HERE. A similar idea in 3-D HERE. MORE lessons Here Parodies on products: [Design advertising, engineering, writing-possible technological connection]This project can be done in serious mode, creating actual mini-inventions, or
packing super-heroes/characters, or almost any other product, but during our art camp program we decided to go silly. You can also connect this project with some Photoshop use to incorporate the technology into your tutorial. This project was based on another posted by Ashley Gonzalez in the Facebook Art Teacher Group. Here's her
blog if you want to see more amazing projects of all kinds. Based on a silly sample of Justin Bieber's Belly Button Fuzz, students brainstorm what other stupid things they could do for some obsessed fan or stupid which they could develop and sell. Talked about how often packaging packaging is packed product no matter how good or bad
it is. We asked: What could you make of the little pieces of scrap that could be sold as something other people might want? After sketching, we used heavy weight watercoater paper folded in half to make our product label and sandwich bags to hold items. We fastened them together when we finished and punched a hole in the card so
she could hang herself in the store. Weaver products were reinforced with cardboard inside the label. The results were fun and they had a great time making them. MORE lessons Here Monochrome Moons: [Moon Science, Moon's Influence on Cultures]Based on a project presented by Julie Hallow in the Facebook Art Teacher Group, we
explored the tone through a monochrome image of the moon, using a compass or cup to trace the shape of the moon, students mixed out of rich blue, adding black little by little to create darker tones. While drying students may have a discussion about the history of the moon in famous artworks (Starry Night and others), students can
explore what different ancient cultures believed about the moon and its origins, or if the science class focuses on the moon as a topic, it's a good opportunity to work with them as well. The second part was to observe the trees, and see how complex their branches really are. Students emodated them as if lying on the ground looking
through trees. We chose not to have a feeling up with the horizon, but chose upwards as our point of view. To personalize their projects, they included symbols of personal interest in branches. Books, ballet slippers, a sword to represent fantasy books, and many others. Some decided to turn on the stars or snow. To complete the picture,
they made grey blue glare on the sides of the branches sparkling in front of the moon. We used the video game analogy... If your character had fallen from the moon, which side of the branch would he have landed on the first side of the branch? That seems to make sense to them. While we did this project with acrylic paint on canvas, it
would also be possible to do so with pastels, water areas and ink, or any available media. MORE lessons Here Three years is worth my 2D and 3D tutorials HERE. Playing with Fire: [Science, History]Another project we do during CrAzY aRt Week involves fire. Candles really. It produces a lot of smoke, so the external setting on a quiet
day can be better. The materials, however, are simple. Candles, short dowels, drawing paper, a retainer, foil and colored wax candles if you want to add colour. This requires close observation and clear instructions. We have 2 teachers and an assistant during this project, a bucket of cool water in the event of a burn, and a fire
extinguisher. We're talking about how charcoal is probably the oldest artistic environment used by cave men and ancient crops. For them to record their stories their lives and beliefs for generations through this simple element. That we consist of carbon, and is the foundation of all life as we know it. We're talking about how fire reduces the
wood we use for carbon, and we can draw with it. It's archival material because carbon never changes over eons, but is delicate, so we use a retainer not to write it off. Cover the plates with foil, and hot glue acting candles to the center so they will remain fixed. Foil protects the surface of the table and is a convenient resting place for
dowels. We are doing a lengthy demonstration of how to use the fire. These sticks should be put over the flame one at a time. So that the flames were no more than an inch. Instead of blowing, which can cause the amber to fly, we roll the stick across the foil to extinguish it. Anyone who does not follow the instructions is given chalk to
continue to participate, but without fire. (We've had one in all our years doing this.) We have several themes for them to choose from. A: Draw as if you are a caveman, and show me what matters to you. B: Draw a picture from the observation and back up what you see. C: Select the color image of the sample and use it as a reference to
the drawing as an animal that you feel is similar to your identity. When they are done, we spray them with a retainer, but not near an open flame! If you want to add colors as we did, use colored candles. We got some on Amazon, pretty cheap. Candles should be carried out horizontally, and slightly turn so the candle burns evenly. You
can even precede this project with a candle manufacturing unit, and paint them with scrap chalk. We also gave students popsicle sticks to smear wax if they chose, or simply use dotted droplets of wax to paint their work. You can see that in these images the students are not smiling like in many of our other projects. Here they are very
cautious, focused, and when allowed, they live up to the task. The room was quite big and comfortable. (PS: Our space is well ventilated with a strong loper air flow, so we were able to work indoors) MORE lessons here exploding paint! [Science, chemistry] Every day this week students painted a new layer on their canvas. Day 1: Two
colors that express your personality. Day 2: cover 20% of your canvas with a macrichusing ribbon and paint with a contrasting color. Day 3: 20% more tape in patterns and 4 characters for your personality cut from a wide masking tape, paint it all in a similar color. Day 4: Exploding paints made on the left over paint mixed with water
(50/50). Day 5: Remove the entire ribbon and use sharpie to enhance the images. To explode the paint, we used a paint-water mixture in a dense container with Alc.seltzer tablets. The containers were very similar to the canister films; tight fitting and small. I glued the alka-seltzer-type tablet name to the lids and put them aside. Students
filled their small containers with half the paint of water mixture, and carried them to our Zone. (The lids have not been delivered at the moment) We install our canvases side by side with adhesive tape underneath. I identified 4 or 5 canvases to be used at the same time. The students were shown how tightly the lids were dripping. It seems
easy, but there is a method. Place the paint of the thy cup on a hard surface, we used a bench. Leave it there. Place the cap on top and press the bottoms tightly. If they make it off the bench as they press in their hands, paint the sloan and activate the pills and you have chaos. One student didn't listen, and as you'd expect, it was purple
pop fear. Others took note and were more cautious. Students lined up, and on account 3, flipped their container, lid down, and put it on their canvas. Then he walked away. We only had 2 guys people who didn't put the lids on tight, but it all went well and was a lot of fun. To tie this to the sciences, we discussed carbon dioxide, and sodium
bicarbonate, the main ingredient in our pills, and how water releases carbon from the warehouse. As the same action happens in the sodas they drink. Once you've done, show this fun Mr Bean Video.MORE Lessons Here are surreal mediums: [Art History, Biology/Biomes] I did a 3D pop-up environment project last week (See.3D.3D
projects), and this week I wanted to do it as a flat project, but mixing biomes in an unexpected way to introduce surrealism. As we did last time, students generated a list of possible environments/bioms; Desert, Jungle, Forest, Pasture, Tundra, Swamp, Arctic... We put up some posters showing many of them, and there's a box of visual
references from cut-out magazines. We also talked about foreground, middle ground, background and overlap. This full image needs to have it all. But then we threw in a twist; your environment must include the impossible or unexpected. Mountains with fish floating between them, an underwater world with lions and elephants, penguins
in sunny green space, and what could you put in outer space that would be absolutely wild?! After sketches, the children were given watercooked paper. Drew lightly pencil, received approval to go to the handle, erase, paint with watercolor. We gave the demo a few methods and let them lose. The following samples are from 8, 12, and 15
years old. MORE lessons Here Three years is worth my 2D and 3D tutorials HERE. Class Friendly Batik: I've long wanted to do batik with my students, but the idea of hot wax, ironing and clutter was a real deterrent. Plus on a tight budget I need to use what I have. then on the art teacher's Facebook page someone posted a link that you
can batik with washable Elmer glue! With a little thought and preparation, I was ready! This block can easily be associated with Asian cultures and the use of Batik, or even a discussion about resistance, color mixtures, primary and secondary colors, etc. that would batik T-shirts but get all dimensions are pain in the example. Someone
always gets one too big or too small. I didn't want to just do a piece of cloth; I wanted them to use them. So I chose pillows from PeachSuite, they sell them in bulk for money. I have foam boards and cardboard left. I covered them with a kitchen garbage bag so the water wouldn't expose them. Reviews are the attractions that were most
appropriate. Students originally painted on scrap paper, or nature pattern, environment, or symbol for themselves. When they felt they knew the subject well, they drew elmer's washing-up glue. Some swear by the gel view, I use the cheapest white - it worked well. Once done on the one hand, they were delayed for a day to dry while we
worked on another project. Overlapping another project helps keep students busy and tasked. This is useful with a project that requires a lot of drying time between steps. Day 2, we used a watering of acrylic paint like dye. It's cheap and works well. Our dye was about 50/50 of water and paint. I encouraged them to paint near the glue and
allow the paint to bleed and not worry if it is carried along the line. We're going to let this dry. We worked on one side at a time. On day 3, we decided to cover the backs of the pillows with loose forms of flowing brush using the colors in front. However you could do the same batik-ing technique on your back, it only takes more days to
complete. It was possible to layer the batik, crack and enhance the look, but we confined ourselves to four days for this project in the art camp I run. Every day is 3 hours. Last day: We put them all in a hot dryer to set colors, 20 minutes over high heat. Then soak them for another 20 minutes in hot water deductions to soften the glue. We
had to then brush them a bit, but the nosediment made it easy. If I did in a school setting, I would come early, fill buckets or sink with hot water and allow them to soak up the lesson. If possible, I would also do this part outdoors. We noticed that the glue felt slippery, so when the slime disappeared, the scrubing was done. Of course, after
hand-scrub, they can be sent home to wash there. We hardly have noticeable bleeding, and the colors remained quite bright. I made this kind of acrylic dying without using a dryer, but I think heat helps to set color. You can send projects home with the following areas: Please iron this pillow well, with a newspaper on top and bottom. Then
wash once with 1/4 cup salt to help set the colour. It was pretty easy and we were pleased with the results. MORE lessons Here Are Stories of pavement: [Literature] Literature lends itself to illustration, and although it can be done as a traditional painting or drawing, students on the street for chalk drawings can be a great motivator.
Students can scatter over a large area organized by the section to create a exhibition of works of art illustrating a specific history. While working, other students can visit their workstations and learn about their work through students. OTHER LESSONS Here Drawing data: [Mathematics, geometry, research] Students can create visual
code of colors and shapes to represent numbers, letters of placeholders and functions, and then illustrate the mathematical concept through these colors, shapes, and composition. Pi as a color code, quadratic formula, solutions for unknown angles, etc. this can lead to some very abstract works of art, but strengthen the mathematical
concepts that the students choose to base their work on. Images need to be examined afterwards to see if any large patterns appear. The work, written under the image, explains the artwork. AP parameter: Data-driven visualization. Students write down their areas of interest, possible career choices, hobbies, etc. 10 should be sufficient.
From this list, they need to find some data-driven information, such as the average pay scale for the work they are interested in, the materials used to physically create the components of the games they play, and the countries where these materials come from, win and lose teams in the sport they like. After watching this video, students
explore and create visualizations for the area of their own interest. MORE lessons Here Are Alphabets: [Problem Solving, Literature, History] Students choose a broad theme of their own interest and create a whole alphabet based on this topic. Items should be in the form of letters, so A in the sample - pizza through the shape, not P for
pizza. Trying to match letters and words using spelling is a problem if you don't allow students to work outside the topic to create a learning alphabet. Illuminated manuscripts are a good historical countdown for this project. MORE lessons Here Family with shapes and colors: [Psychology, problem solving] Students list 8 members of their
family and write 5 descriptive words about each. By exploring the emotional values of colors and shapes, the students create symbolic shapes and colors for each family member, as well as create a composition to represent their family. Colors between shapes can show how they feel for each other. An excellent resource for this project is
the book Wheel of Emotional Color. And also posters at the bottom of this page. If you want great for your class click here. Kle and Kandinsky are good specimens for such work. MORE lessons Here Comic/Movie Poster Parody: [Literature, Career] Taking your favorite movie, changing the title a little bit and creating a new image for

parody. Include foreground, middle ground, background, overlap, title, subtitle, logo and dramatic action. Hi Kitty and Batman.Fill in the empty: ninja-mutant-teen Popular name with twist can be fun. Ninja butterflies, or ladybugs, or aliens. What would you do with Assassin ____ from space? It doesn't have to be silly, you can take a
character you know and love and imagine them as a comic book theme, as my student did in this example. Watch Warhol and Liechtenstein for pop art samples of comic art. MORE lessons Here aboriginal family history: [World Cultures] Using samples of Aboriginal paintings, and internet samples of Aboriginal symbols, create a work that
describes an important event from your own family history, recent or old, good or bad. Add information from emotional color and shape values to help tell a story. Fill all the areas with a pattern. This specimen shows butterflies as children of 2 lions. One was lost. Children can often visually express something that may be too difficult to put
into words. MORE Lessons Here Trading Cards: [History, Cultures] Create trading cards (2) for a famous artist in history based on a list provided by a teacher selected from a hat, or based on student interest. One card should show the performer, and their personal information on the back, similar to a baseball card. The second should be
an illustration they know of, with an illustration on the front, and simple but appropriate information on the back. They can be presented to the class, but are also used later as a suitable game to reinforce concepts, or copied and used to make a cool set of cards to explore. MORE lessons Here treasure maps: [Geometry, geography, ruler
skills] Students create a treasure map of an imaginary island. The island can take on the contour of the object, but break it into small pieces, so it's not very obvious. Include the following: Detailed limit, pink compass, longitude/latitude, 5 earth function symbols, key for characters, 2 landmarks, 2 water symbols in water, 1 sea monster and
1 ship. Cards can be sustained by wrinkles and freezing in watered paint. MORE lessons Here feel free to maximize and print images below. If you want a full scale poster, they are available trod links below the images. Image.
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